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Carbo4Power Project
New generation of offshore turbine blades with intelligent architectures of hybrid,
nano-enabled multi-materials via advanced manufacturing
Carbo4Power will develop a new generation of lightweight, high strength,
multifunctional, digitalized multi-materials for offshore wind and tidal turbine rotor
blades that will increase their operational performance and durability while reducing
the cost of energy production (bellow 10 ct€/ kWh for wind turbines and 15ct€/kWh
for tidal), maintenance and their environmental impact. The innovative concept is
based on nano-engineered hybrid (multi)materials and their intelligent architectures
which breaks down as follows:
i)
Nanocomposites based on dynamic thermosets with inherent recyclability
and repairability and tailored nano-reinforcements to enhance mechanical
properties.
ii)
Multifunctional nano-enabled coatings to improve turbine protection (e.g.,
against lightning and biofouling (e.g. 50% fouling release).
iii)
Blade segments will be designed and fabricated by advanced net-shape
automated multi-material composite technologies that will allow ca. 20% scrap
reduction.
iv)
The approach for WTB is to deliver innovative design of modular rotor
blade, while the approach for TTB is aimed towards an optimal design for 'one-shot'
manufacture.
v)
Recycling of blade materials will be increased up to 95% due to the
advanced functionalities of 3R resins and adhesives with debonding on demand
properties.
The strategic goal is to provide the frame which will create new pathways for
manufacturing of FRPs for multiple processing life cycles, and explore the emerging
valorisation opportunities in offshore energy sector.
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Project Partners:
www.nanolab.chemeng.ntua.gr

www.irt-jules-verne.fr/en

www.aimen.es

www.cidetec.es/en/home

www.innovation-res.eu

www.sabella.bzh/en

www.itainnova.es/es

www.sense-in.fr/en/

www.ifam.fraunhofer.de/en.html

www.birmingham.ac.uk

www.strath.ac.uk

www.cnt-ltd.co.uk

www.haydale.com

www.aideas.eu

www.bionicsurface.com/en/starten

www.inegi.pt/en

www.biog3d.gr

ore.catapult.org.uk
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Contact:
Project coordination:
Prof. Costas A. Charitidis
National Technical University of Athens - NTUA
Email: coordinator@carbo4power.eu

Exploitation and Dissemination Management:
Dr Bojan Boskovic
Cambridge Nanomaterials Technology – CNT Ltd.
Email info@carbo4power.eu

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Carbo4P
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12498504/

This project is supported by the European Union under the HORIZON2020 Framework
Programme Grant Agreement no. 953192. The contents of this leaflet are the sole
responsibility of the parties and cannot be considered as reflecting the position of the
European Union.
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